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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to give a general scattering theory 
which can be applied, among others, to the scattering for wave 
equations. 
In previous publications (see e.g. [I], Chapter X) we have developed 
scattering theory applicable to Schrcdinger equations. In this theory 
one is concerned with two unitary groups Uj(t) = e-itHj, 
- CO < t < co, i = 1,2 in a Hilbert space 5 and tries to construct 
the wave operators 
where Pi denotes the projection of 5 on the subspace of absolute 
continuity for Hi. If W+ exists, it is a partial isometry in 8 with 
initial projection Pi and final projection < Pz . W, is said to be 
complete if the final projection is equal to Pz . Similar results hold for 
W- . If both W, exist and are complete, the scattering operator 
S = W$W- is unitary on P&. Sufficient conditions for the existence 
and completeness of the wave operators have been studied extensively 
(see, e.g., [II-131). 
Scattering theories of different types have appeared more recently. 
These are concerned with wave equations, in the ordinary as well as 
generalized sense. Here it has been observed that one has to do with 
unitary groups Uj(t) acting in d@erent HiZbert spaces $$ , j = 1,2. 
It is true that the two spaces are often the same vector space L! equipped 
with different inner products, so that the wave operators can still 
* Part of this work was done while the author held a Miller Professorship. It was 
partly supported by Air Force Office of Scientific Research, grant 553-64. 
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be defined by (1.1). In more general cases, however, (1.1) does not 
make sense and must be replaced by a different definition like 
where J E B(ljl,-tF2). (F or any two Banach spaces X, 9, we denote 
by B(x, 9,) the set of all bounded linear operators on X to 9 and we 
write B(X) for B(x, w).) We shall call J the identification operator, 
though we do not always assume that J is bijective nor even injective. 
We shall call (1.1) with the single space $j wave operators of Schriidinger 
type to distinguish them from the more general ones (1.2) with two 
spaces. 
In what follows we propose to study general properties of the wave 
operators (1.2) d ffi an su cient conditions for their existence and com- 
pleteness. In general IV, are no longer partially isometric, unlike the 
wave operators of Schrodinger type, but it will be seen that in many 
cases of practical importance they are. Later we shall consider more 
specific problems, with applications to the scattering for the wave 
equations and Maxwell equations. In particular we shall deduce some 
of the results found in [5]-[S]. 
It seems to the author that one thing has not been properly 
recognized, or at least not mentioned explicitly, regarding the identi- 
fication operator J. Namely, J is not necessarily uniquely determined 
on the physical basis in individual problems. This fact has been 
obscured by the definition (l.l), which is usually used under the tacit 
assumption that the identification by the identity in the common 
space 2 is natural and unique. 
But a little reflection reveals that this is not so. To illustrate the 
point, let us take the Maxwell equations, which are a special case of 
the systems considered in [S]. Here it suffices to note that the unper- 
turbed and perturbed electromagnetic fields are described by unitary 
groups Ui(t) acting in the Hilbert spaces Bj , which are the [L2(R3)lS 
with certain positive-definite density matrices Z$(x), j = 1, 2, where 
E,(x) = El is constant. It is assumed that E,(x) is uniformly bounded 
from above and below so that 5, and $s are the same vector space B 
with different metrics. The element u = U(X) of 2 is the aggregate 
of the electric field E and the magnetic field H. In [S] the identification 
is made by the identity of u as an element of 2. 
This identification means that the states of the unperturbed and 
perturbed fields are identified if they have the same E and H through- 
out 113. But why should one not identify the two states by D and B 
(the electric displacement and magnetic induction), for example, 
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rather than by E and H ? These two modes of identification are clearly 
different, for E1 f &(x) implies that the dielectric constant and 
magnetic permeability are different for the two fields. Of course there 
are many other different ways of identification which could claim 
equal right to the above ones. 
It would be futile to try to decide which identification is the “cor- 
rect” one; it is not a mathematical problem, perhaps not even a 
physical one. Thus one must admit that in general there can be many 
scattering theories for a given pair U, , U, of groups, according to 
different choices of the identification operator J. 
Fortunately, however, there are practically not too many different 
scattering theories for the given pair U, , U, , for the difference in J 
is often irrelevant asymptotically, and it is exactly the asymptotic 
behavior of the systems that scattering theory is concerned with. 
Mathematically, two identification operators J and 9 are (asymptotic- 
ally) equivalent if s-lim (J - /) Ul(t) PI = 0. In such a case the wave 
operators obtained by using J and J are the same, as is easily seen 
from (1.2). It can be shown in many cases that all reasonable identi- 
fications are equivalent so that we have essentially a unique scattering 
theory. In particular this is the case with the Maxwell equations 
mentioned above. Intuitively this is due to the fact that the waves 
eventually go to infinity, where E, and E,(x) are assumed to be equal 
asymptotically, and thus the identifications by E and H and by D and 
B are equivalent. 
It might appear, after all, that we have arrived at a rather trivial 
conclusion. But there is at least one positive result of these considera- 
tions. Namely, among all equivalent identifications one can choose a 
particular J which is mathematically most convenient. For example, 
it happens frequently that there is a unitary J on 6, to & among 
equivalent identifications. In this case (1.2) gives 
J-‘W* = y&&y cl&(- t) l&(t) Pl , (1.3) 
where us(t) = J-‘U,( t) J is a unitary group that acts in the same 
space 5, as Ul(t) does. Thus we have reduced the problem to that 
of wave operators of Schradinger type, to which existing results may 
be applicable. This also explains why the wave operators are partially 
isometric in many cases. 
Even if the reduction (1.3) to the case of SchrSdinger type is 
available, it does not necessarily follow that the scattering for the wave 
equations can be handled by the known results. The difficulty is that 
the deviation of 0, from U, is often larger than such a deviation 
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encountered in the ordinary Schrodinger equations, chiefly because 
one or both of the generators of these groups are usually first-order 
differential operators with variable coefficients. But this is no more 
than a technical difficulty, which could exist in Schrodinger equations 
as well if one considered more general types of equations. 
2. INTERTWINING OPERATORS 
Let .sj, , j = 1, 2, be two separable Hilbert spaces. We use the same 
symbols 11 11 and ( , ) for the norms and inner products in Z& and g2 , 
but there is no possibility of confusion. For each j we consider a 
continuous unitary group U, = (Uj(t)), - CO < t < co. We denote 
by Hj the selfadjoint generator of Ui so that Uj(t) = e-iM*. The 
spectral family associated with Hi is denoted by {E,(X)). 
DEFINITION 2.1. T E I?(&, s2) is called an intertwining operator 
for the pair U, , U, (or for the pair HI , Hz) if the following equivalent 
conditions are satisfied: 
H,TI TH, , (2-l) 
b(t) T = TU,(t), -co<t<co, (22) 
E,(h) T = T.&(h), - 00 < h < co. (2.3) 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T be an intertwining operator for the pair U, , U, . 
Let T = V j T j be the canonical polar decomposition of T; thus 
/ T j = (T*T)l12 is nonnegative selfadjoint in 5, and V E IQ1 , .&) 
is a partial isometry with initial projection E1 = V*V equal to the 
support’ of T (and also of 1 T I). Then 1 T / and E1 commute with HI , 
and j T” 1 and E, = VV* (final projection for V) commute with H, . 
V is also an intertwining operator for the pair U, , U, . The parts of HI 
and H, in the reducing subspaces E,!& and E.&J, , respectively, are 
unitarily equivalent. 
Proof. Equation (2.2) implies that T*U,(t) T = / T I2 UI(t). 
Taking the adjoints and replacing t by - t, we obtain 
T*&(t) T = &(t) j T 12. 
Thus 1 T j2, and hence 1 T 1 too, commutes with HI (cf. [9]). This 
1 The support of T E B($j, , rj,) is the orthogonal complement in 4j1 of 8(T), the 
null space of T, or the associated projection. 
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implies that E, , the support of 1 T 1 , also commutes with H, . Since 
T* is an intertwining operator for the pair U, , U, and T* = V* / T* 1 
is its canonical polar decomposition, it follows similarly that 1 T* ) 
and E, commute with H, . 
Substituting T = V 1 T 1 into (2.2) and using the commutativity of 
I T 1 with Ui(t), we obtain [Uz(t) V - VU,(t)] / T I = 0. Since the ran- 
ge of I T I has closure E&r , it follows that [Uz(t) V - VU,(t)] El = 0. 
Since E, commutes with Ul(t) and VE, = V, we obtain the inter- 
twining relationship 
W) v = vu,(t), -aJ<t<co. (2.4) 
(2.4) implies that the part of H2 in Ezsjz is unitarily equivalent to the 
part of HI in E&, . 
3. WAVE OPERATORS 
Let the unitary groups U, , j = 1, 2, be given as in Section 2. We 
denote by Pj the projection of $j on the space of absolute continuity 
for Hi . Thus P+j, is the set of all 4 E .Eii such that I! E,(S) 4 11 = 0 
whenever 1 S j = 0; here S --t El(S) is the spectral measure on Bore1 
sets S C R1 constructed from {E,(X)) and 1 S 1 denotes the Lebesgue 
measure of S. It is known that Pi4jj reduces ai (see, e.g., [I], p. 516). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let J E &i% , &). If 
W+ = y&y u,(- t) l&(t) Pl E W%, %) 
exists, W+ is called the (+)- wave operator for the triple U, , U, , J 
and is denoted by W+( U, , Ul; J) or sometimes by W+(H, , H,; J). 
Similarly we define the (-) -wave operator IV-( U, , VI; J) by replac- 
ingt-toobyt-+- co. 
We state the following theorems and definitions only for lV+ , 
with the understanding that similar ones can be stated for IV- in an 
obvious way. 
THEOREM 3.2. If W+ = W+( U, , Ul; J) exists, it is an intertwining 
operator for the pair U, , U, . Let El, and E,, be the supports of W+ 
and W$, respectively. Then I W+ 1 and El, commute with HI , and 
1 W$ / and E,, commute with Hz . The parts of HI and Hz in the reducing 
subspaces El+& and ES+&, respectively, are unitarily equivalent. 
Furthermore, we have 
w, = wp, = P,W+, 4, < PI , &+<Pp2. (3.2) 
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Proof. Since Ur(t) and PI commute, the intertwining property 
of IV+ follows immediately from (3.1). IV+ = W+P, is also a direct 
consequence of (3.1). The two inequalities in (3.2) are equivalent 
to the two equalities there. Thus all the assertions of the theorem 
follow from Lemma 2.2 except IV+ = P, W+ . 
(2.3) for T = W+ implies that Es(S) IV++ = ?V+E,(S) 4 for every 
Bore1 set 5’ and $ E .!ji . Since I+‘++ = W+P,+, we have 
II &(S) w+4 II < II w+ II II J%(S) PI4 II = 0 
if 1 S 1 = 0. Thus IV++ E P&j2 for each 4 E .fi, so that IV+ = P, W+ . 
DEFINITION 3.3. The wave operator IV,. = W+( U, , Ui; J) is 
said to be semicomplete if E,, = PI . It is said to be complete if 
E,, = Pz in addition. 
In general W+ maps P,$, into P.& . IV+ is semicomplete if and 
only if this map is injective. IV+ is complete if and only if the map 
is injective and has dense range P2!&. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If W+ = W+( U, , UI; J) exists and is semi- 
complete, the absolutely continuous part of HI is unitarily equivalent o a 
part of the absolutely continuous part of H, . If W+ is complete, the 
absolutely continuous parts of HI and of H, are unitarily equivalent. 
Remark 3.5. If T E I@, , &) is an intertwining operator for the 
pair U, , U, , then W,( U, , U,; T) exist and are equal to TP, . In 
particular, if W+ = W+( U, , UI; J) exists, then W,( U, , UI; W+) 
exist and are equal to W+ = W+P, itself. 
4. EQUIVALENCE OF IDENTIFICATION OPERATORS 
Given two unitary groups U, , U, , one could in general construct 
many different wave operators by different choices of the identification 
operator J E B(& , 6.J; see Section 1. But some different J’s give 
rise to the same wave operator. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let J, 9 E B(Bi , &). We say that J and J are 
(U, , +)-equivalent if 
s;l& (J - J) Ul(t) PI = 0. (4.1) 
(This equivalence is related only to one group Ui; the space $, appears 
only in so far as / and J have range space &.J. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let J, J E B(& , 5,). Then 
W+(U,, UC J) = W+W,, Q; /) (4.2) 
if and only if J and J are (U, , +)-equivalent. Here (4.2) means that 
if one of the two members exists, then the other also exists and equals the 
jirst one. 
Proof. Immediate from 
II W- t) J&(t) p14 - W- 4 JW) Pd II = II (I - J> G(t) f’d II . 
In virtue of Theorem 4.2, W+( U, , Ur; J) actually depends only 
on the (U, , +)-equivalence class to which J belongs. Practically this 
greatly reduces the number of different wave operators that can be 
constructed for a given pair U, , U, . 
THEOREM 4.3 (Chain rule). Let Uj , j = 1, 2, 3, be three unitary 
groups acting respectively in Hilbert spaces & . Let J E B(Jj, , &) and 
J’~B(fiz,5& If W+= W+(U,, Ul; J) and W;= W+(% &;J’) 
both exist and if J” E B($j, , &) is (U, , +)-equivalent to J’J, then 
w; = W+( u, > u1; J”> exists and equals W; W+ . WY is (semi)- 
complete if both W, and Wk are (semi)complete. 
Proof. Multiplying the two defining expressions for W; and W+ , 
we obtain 
Wi W+ = cl&n U,( - t) J’Pa JU,( t) PI , 
where we have used the commutativity of P2 with Uz(t). To prove the 
existence of W; and its identity with W;W+ , it is thus sufficient to 
show that 
St% (/‘Pa J - J”) Ul(t) PI = 0. 
Since J” is (U, , +)-equivalent to J’J, it suffices in turn to prove 
c&n (1 - Pz) JUl(t) PI = 0. 
But this is equivalent to 
s-lim U,(- t) (1 - Pz) JUl(t) PI = (1 - Pz) s-lim U,(- t) JUI(t) PI 
= (1 - Pz) w+ = 0 
[see (3.2)]. 
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IV+ maps PI& into Paz and W; maps Paz into P&, . If both of 
these maps are injective, the same is true of WI = W;W+ . This 
proves the assertion on semicompleteness. If W+ and W; are complete, 
then W+P$j, is dense in P&j2 and W;P&j2 is dense in Pa3 . Hence 
WJPl& = W;W+Pl$& is dense in P&,: WJ is complete. 
5. INVERSE WAVE OPERATORS 
Suppose W+ = W+(u, , ul; J) exists. If J were invertible with 
J-l E B($a , &), one could consider the wave operator 
w; = W+( Ul 9 uz; J”) 
and expect it to be inverse to W+ in a certain sense. Even when J-i 
does not exist, it is often possible to define such an inverse wave 
operator. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let J E 45, , -5,) and J’ E IL+&, $ji). J’ is 
called a (U, , +)-asymptotic left inverse to J if J’J is (Ui , +)- 
equivalent to 1 (the identity in Hi), that is, if 
dip (J’J - 1) U1(t) PI = 0. (5-l) 
THEOREM 5.2. Let W+ = W+(U, , U,; J) exist and let J’ be a 
(U, , +)-asymptotic left inverse to J. Then W+ is semicomplete, and 
s;& U,( - t) J’&(t) w+ = Pl , (5.2) 
d&n (JJ’ - 1) U2(t) W+ = 0. (5.3) 
Proof. It follows from the definition of W+ that 
mtt> Pl - 7-w) w+ 9 t-+60, (5.4) 
where N means that the difference of the two members tends to zero 
strongly. Applying J’ to (5.4) and using (5.1), we obtain 
G(t) Pl - Y&(t) w+ 9 (5.5) 
which implies (5.2). (5.3) follows from (5.1) by multiplication from 
the left with J and using (5.4). W+ is semicomplete because W++ = 0 
implies PI+ = 0 by (5.2). 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 be satisjed, so 
that W+ exists and is semicomplete. W, is complete if and only ;f the 
following two conditions are satis$ed: (i) J is a (U, , +)-asymptotic 
left inwerse to J’, and (ii) W; = W+( U, , US; J’) exists. When these 
conditions are met, Wi is also complete and 
w;w+ = PI, w+w; = Pz. (5.6) 
Proof. Suppose (i) and (ii) are true. It follows from Theorem 5.2 
applied to the triple U, , U, , J’ that W; is semicomplete. Further- 
more, in view of W+ = P,W+ , (5.2) gives W;W+ = PI. This 
implies that %( Wi) 1 PI.!& . But since the opposite inclusion is also 
true, we have %( W;) = PI& . Thus W; is complete. Since there is a 
complete symmetry between W+ and W; , we have also W+ W; = Pz 
and W+ is complete. 
Suppose conversely that W+ is complete. Then %( W+) is dense in 
P&, and so (5.2) implies the existence of W; , with W; W+ = PI . 
Similarly (5.3) implies that s-lim (Jy - 1) Uz(t) Pz = 0, that is, 
(i) is true. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let W+ = W+( U, , UI; J) exist and be complete. 
Let J’ be a (U, , +)-asymptotic left inverse to J. Then J’ E B($& , &) 
is (U, , +)-equivalent to J’ if and only if J’ is a (U, , +)-asymptotic 
left inverse to J. 
Proof. Since J’ is a (U, , +)-asymptotic left inverse to J, the 
same is true of J’ if and only if (J’ - y) JUI(t) PI N 0, which is 
equivalent to (J’ - J’) U%(t) W+ N 0 by (5.4). But the last relation 
implies the (U, , +)-equivalence of J’ and J’ because W+W; = Pz 
by Theorem 5.3. 
6. PARTIALLY ISOMETRIC WAVE OPERATOW 
For various reasons we are particularly interested in the case when 
the wave operators are partially isometric. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let W+ = W+( U, , VI; J) exist. In orde~ that W+ 
be a partial isometry with initial projection PI , it is necessary and suf- 
$cient that 
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Proof. Obvious from 
THEOREM 6.2. Let W+ = W+( U, , U,; J) exist. W+ is a partial 
isometry with initial projection PI if there is a unitary operator I on 
liI to B2 which is (U, , +)-epuiwalent o J. 
Proof. (6.1) is satisfied if J is replaced by J, which is permitted 
because J is equivalent to J. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let W+ = W+(U, , U,; J) exist. Assume that J* 
(the adjoint of J) is a (U, , +)-asymptotic left inverse to J. Then W+ 
is semicomplete and partially isometric with initial projection PI . W+ is 
complete if and only if W; = W+( U, , U,; J*) exists and J is a 
(U, , +)-asymptotic left inverse to J*. If these conditions are satis$ed, 
then w: = w;. 
Proof. The first assertion follows because (6.1) is satisfied; in 
fact 
lim II J&(t) P&J 11’ = lim VU- t) J*Wdt> PIA PI+) = (PI+, PI+> 
since J*JUI(t) PI - UI(t) PI . The second assertion follows from 
Theorem 5.3. Theorem 5.3 also shows that W+Wi = Pz . Multiplica- 
tion from the left with W$ then gives Wi = WY because 
W$W+=P,, P,W;= WL,and W$P,= Wz. 
7. APPLICATIONS TO UNIFORMLY PROPAGATIVE SYSTEMS 
As the first application of the foregoing results, let us consider the 
general wave equations discussed by Wilcox [S]. Here the spaces z$. 
consist of complex m x 1 matrix-valued functions 4(x) on R”, with 
the norms given by 
i = L2, (7.1) 
where E,(X) are positive-definite, m x m Hermitian matrices depend- 
ing on x E Rn and where C+(X)* denotes the Hermitian conjugate of 
I#(x). It is assumed that E,(X) = E1 is constant and that E,(X) is 
uniformly bounded from above and from below. It follows that $r 
and $a are the same vector space L? = (L2(P))m with different norms. 
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It is further assumed that 
J%(x) -+ 4 3 IxI+m. (7.2) 
Uj is the group in Bj generated by the selfadjoint operator 
Hj = iE,(x)-1 i A, $- , 
k=l k 
where A, are constant m x m Hermitian matrices. 
In [S] the wave operators are considered with the identification 
operator J which is just the identity in 2: 
14 =h (7.4) 
As was remarked in Section 1, however, J is not the only possibility. 
Another possible choice would be the operator J given by 
(7.5) 
In other words, $1 E sj, and 4s E 8s are identified under J if 
E,+,(x) = E,(x) r&(x). The identification of the unperturbed and 
perturbed electromagnetic fields in terms of D and B correspond to J 
(see Section 1). 
In most cases of practical interest, however, J and J are (U, , -J-)- 
equivalent, so that there is no difference in the definition of the wave 
operators (Theorem 4.2). In fact, this is true if the system U, is 
uniformi’y propagative (see [S]). 
To see this, let 4 E sj, be given by a function in C;(P) and set 
z+(t) = U&)+. Th en z&(t) = du,(t)/dt = - iU,(t) HI+ exists. Now 
it is shown in [S] that zir(t), as a function on Rn, tends to zero as 
t --+ * co uniformly in each compact subset of P. It follows by (7.2) 
that (J - J) &r(t) = E,(x)-r (E,(X) - EJ r&(t) + 0 in s, . In other 
words, we have (J - J) Ul(t) Hr+ -P 0. When 4 varies over Cc, 
Hi+ varies over a dense subset of %(H,), for Hr is the closure of its 
restriction to C; (see [8]). It follows that (J - J) Ul(t) PI -+ 0, 
t -+ & co, for P,fi, is contained in the closure of %(H,), which is 
equal to %(H,)l. 
There are other identification operators of practical interest. The 
most interesting among them is the one p given by 
&x) = E&)-1’2 E;“#(x), (7.6) 
which is half way between J and 1. f is not only (U, , -&)-equivalent 
to J and J, so that it leads to the same wave operators, but it is zmitary. 
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According to Theorem 6.2, it follows that the wave operators W, 
(which are identical for all J, J, and p) are partially isometric if they 
exist. The unitarity of p follows easily from the following identity, in 
which we set 4(x) = &x) = &(~)-r/~ Ei’s$(x): 
= 
s 
4(x)* E;“E,(x)-~‘~ E,(x) E,(x)-“’ E;‘2rj(x) dx 
= s (b(x)* J%+(X) dx = II 4 1/12- 
The equivalence of 9 with J and J can be proved in the same way 
as above by noting that E2(~)lj2 -+ Ei/2 as 1 x 1 -+ co. 
As was remarked in Section 1, the existence of a unitary indentifica- 
tion operator f equivalent to J makes it possible to reduce the problem 
to that of Schrodinger type, according to 
f-lW* = s-lim 02(- t) U1(t) Pr , 02(t) = f1U2(t) 1. (7.7) 
We have not proved the existence, let alone the completeness, of 
W, . The reduction (7.7) to the wave operators of Schrodinger type 
raises the hope that some of the criteria deduced for such wave opera- 
tors might be applicable. But this does not seem to be easy, for the 
selfadjoint generator of the group 02(t) is given by 
fi2 = j-1H2j = E;1’2E2(x)-1’2 c A (k rc 4 E,(x)-~‘~ E:12, (7.8) 
a rather complicated expression. 
It should be noted that the existence of W, has been proved in [S] 
under rather mild assumptions, but the question of the completeness 
of W, is open. 
8. ABSTRACT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF SECOND ORDER 
As the second application, we consider the scattering problem 
associated with abstract differential equations of the form 
$+Au=O, -co<tt<. (8.1) 
The scattering for the classical wave equation belongs to such a case. 
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In this section we construct the unitary group U(t) associated with 
(8.1), and the scattering problem relating to two such groups will be 
discussed in the following section. 
We assume in (8.1) that u = u(t) is an element, depending on t, 
of a separable Hilbert space R and A is a nonnegative selfadjoint 
operator in R. The general solution of (8.1) may be written 
u(t) = (cos tB) u(O) + B-‘(sin tB) C(O), (W 
where B = A1/2. The operator B-r(sin tB) E B(R) is well-defined 
in an obivous way even when B-l does not exist. 
(8.2) is a generalized solution of (8.1). If u(0) E D(B), then 
du(t) - = C(t) = - (sin tl3) Bu(0) + (cos tB) C(O). dt (8.3) 
The given Hilbert space R is not a very convenient one for des- 
cribing the system (8.1). The usual procedure is to choose the pair 
(u(t), G(t)} as an element of a new space 8. Then (8.2) and (8.3) induce 
a transformation 
U(t) MO), 40)) = w>, W)). (8.4) 
The U(t) form a unitary group in $ if 5 is made into a Hilbert space 
with the norm 
II @, 4 II2 = II 21 lle2 + II u II23 (8.5) 
where 11 v I\ is the norm in R and 11 u IjB = II Bu 1) . To be more precise, 
we start with D(B) (the domain of B) equipped with the pseudo- 
norm 11 u IjB and complete it to a Hilbert space [D(B)], and then define 
8 as the product space [a(B)] x R. We use the symbol [D(B)] always 
in this sense and D(B) in the usual sense as a linear manifold of R. 
It should be noted that in [D(B)] any two elements U, w E D(B) such 
that Bu = Bo are identified. Also [a(B)] in general contains ideal 
elements which are not in R. 
The unitarity of U(t) follows from 
II BW II2 + II WI II2 = II wx II2 + II YO) II29 +-4 E qa W) 
which can be verified easily by (8.2) and (8.3). 
The structure of the group U is closely related to that of the group 
{e-f1B} acting in R (cf. [2]). To bring out this relationship, we first 
note that 
Jt = p(B)] 0 W(B), 63.7) 
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where X(B) is the null space of B and [s(B)] is the closure in R of the 
range of B. The space .$J = [D(B)] x R thus has the decomposition 
sj = [W>l x Pv910 @I x WV (8.8) 
Now U(t) acts in {0} x ‘S(B) trivially, the latter being invariant under 
U(t). In fact, for z, E%(B) we have U(t) (0, ZJ> = {ta, w} = (0, a), for v 
is identified with 0 in [a(B)]. The behavior of U(t) in [D(B)] x [S(B)] 
can be best described by introducing the transformation {u, w} --f {f, g} 
given by 
= Bu + iw, g = Bu - iw, (8.9) 
where B is the unitary map of [D(B)] onto [S(B)] defined as the unique 
extension of B. As is easily seen, (8.9) is a unitary operator from 
[D(B)] x [S(B)] to [R(B)] x [X(B)]. In this “representation”, the 
action of U(t) is given by 
f(t) = e-itBy(0), g(t) = eitB’g(0), (8.10) 
where {f(t), g(t)) is the transform of {u(t),ii(t)) under (8.9) and B’ 
is the strictly positive part of B. In this sense U(t) is unitarily equiv- 
alent to the direct sum 
e-itB’ @ eitB’ @ 1. (8.11) 
Finally we need a description of the absolutely continuous part 
of the selfadjoint operator H which generates U(t). We denote by P 
and Q the projections of 8 and Jt on the subspaces of absolute con- 
tinuity for H and B, respectively. 
LEMMA 8.1. The following three conditions are equiwalent: 
(i) {u, w} E Psj; 
(ii) fEQ% gEQ% 
(iii) Bu E QR, w EQR. 
Proof. Obviously (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. The repre- 
sentation of U(t) by (8.10) h s ows that (ii) is equivalent to (i) if 
1% 4 E Pv31 x [S(B)], that is, if w E [X(B)]. Thus it suf- 
fices to show that each of (i) and (ii) implies w E [S(B)]. Since 
Qst C [X(B)] = S(B)‘-, ‘t 1 is clear that (ii) implies w E [g(B)]. On the 
other hand, (i) implies that {u, w} is orthogonal to any eigenspace of 
H. But {0} x 92(B), being invariant under the U(t), is an eigenspace 
of H. Hence {u, w} 1 {O] x g(B), that is, w ER(B)I = [X(B)]. 
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9. SCATTERING FOR THE SECOND-ORDER EQUATIONS 
Suppose we have two differential equations of the form (8.1) in the 
same Hilbert space St. We distinguish the two systems by subscripts 
j = 1, 2, thus writing Uj = ui(t), Aj , Bi = A:/“, etc. for the quantities 
discussed in Section 8. We introduce the corresponding unitary 
groups Uj(t) acting in the spaces 5, given by 
aj, = p(4)] x fi = [w-u x [w4)1 + (0) x %(B,). P-1) 
Our object is to construct the wave operators W,( Us , Ui; J) by 
introducing an appropriate identification operator J. 
As was noted in Section 1, there is in general no unique choice of J. 
But since we are dealing with groups U, constructed from two 
equations in the same space R, there are certain J’s that seem to be 
natural. Without going too much into the question how natural 
they are, we shall consider the wave operators associated with them. 
In any case we need some assumptions on the relationship between 
the two operators Aj . We make the following basic assumption. 
Condition 9. I. The Schrodinger type wave operators 
C, = W,(B, , B,) exist and are complete. 
This means that 
where Qj is the projection of R on the subspace of absolute continuity 
for Bj (or for A, , equivalently). C, are partial isometries with initial 
projection Qr and final projection Qs . 
Note also the intertwining property 
Cd, C B&k, C$B, C B&z. (9.3) 
Remark 9.2. Since the Bj = A:la are defined in an abstract 
way, they are not “elementary” operators even when the A, are. Thus 
it might appear that Condition 9.1 is difficult to verify in concrete 
problems. This is not necessarily so, however. In many cases 
W,(B, , B,) exist, are complete and coincide with W,(A, , A,) if 
the latter exist and are complete (the principle of invariance of the 
wave operators); see [2], [IO], and [I], p. 543. 
In this section we choose an identification operator J E B($, , .fQ 
that seems to be mathematically the simplest. A different and physic- 
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ally more reasonable one will be considered in the next section. Let 
Fi be the projection of a on [‘X(Bj)], so that Fi > Qi . J is defined by 
Jh 4 = Qm$% 4 E 52 > {u, 4 E -51 9 (9.4) 
where lPj is the unitary map of [3)(Bi)] onto [X(Bj)] as the unique 
extension of Bi [cf. (8.9)]. I n other words, J{ul , q} = {uz , w2} if 
and only if &u, = Fz&ul and va = v, . Since the ~j are unitary and 
F, is a projection, it is clear that 11 J 11 < 1. A simple calculation shows 
that the adjoint J* E B(& ,a,) is given by 
I*&, 4 = @?@b, 4 E -5, , 
We can now prove (cf. [2]) 
THEOREM 9.3. If Condition 9.1 is satis$ed, the wave operators 
W,( U, , UI; J) and W,( U, , Uz; J*) exist, are complete, and are 
mutually adjoint partial isometrics. 
Proof. Let x E D(B,) and y ~%t(Bi). Then 
G(t) c% Y> = {Ul(Q 4(t)> 
is given by (8.2) and (8.3) with B replaced by B, and u(O), G(O) by X, y, 
respectively. Thus 
B&t) = + eeitB1(Blx + iy) + 8 eft4(B,x - iy). (9.6) 
If we further assume that x, y E QiR, then B,x f. iy E QI~ too so 
that by (9.2) 
B1ul(t) N 4 eeftsaC*(Blx + iy) + Jj eitB2C~(B,x - iy) 
= 4 e-ftBa(B,Cjyc + i&y) + 3 eftBa(B&x - i&y) (9.7) 
as t -+ f co, where the intertwining property (9.3) of C, has also 
been used. Similarly we obtain 
4(t) - 7j- - ’ e-f’Ba(B2Cjgc + i&y) + + e’tBa(B,CTx - iC,y). 
Hence 
(9.8) 
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with 
x* = g (C, + c-) x & + (C, - CJ qy, 
y*=r~(c+-c~)B1S+;(C++C-)y. 
(9.10) 
Here Bily denotes, rather improperly, the element of ID(&) orthogonal 
to R(B,) such that B,(Bily) = y (note that y E R(B,) by assumption). 
Set 
JW> lx, Yl = J@l(Q WI = MG @>I~ 
Then by the definition of J 
&%W = ~&%W~ %@) = W), 
hence 
(9.11) 
(9.12) 
II Jut> 1x9 Y> - U&) lx* 9 Yi> II2 
= II @z(t), %W> - h&>, ~a&)~ II2 
= II M4t> - %&)) ll”R + II 4(t) - 4*(t) IIt3 --+ 0 (9.13) 
as t -+ & co, for the second term in the last member tends to zero 
by (9.9) and the same is true of the first term because by (9.12) it is 
equal to 
note (9.9) and that B,u,,(t) E [%(B,)]. 
Since the {x, JJ> with the above properties (x E D(B,) n QIR, 
Y E WV n Ql@ f orm a dense subset of the subspace of absolute 
continuity for Hr (see Lemma 8.1), (9.13) implies the existence of 
IV, = W,( U, , Ul; J), with 
W&, y> = {a 3 Y*) (9.14) 
for the {x, JJ} restricted as above. (9.10) does not make sense for a 
general {x, r} E !& . But it can be extended to all {x, y) E I’#, (which 
is equivalent to X, y E QIR by Lemma 8.1) if Bil and B, on the right 
are replaced by &l and 8, , respectively, for the ensuing map from 
P#, to P&, is bounded. Furthermore, (9.14) is then even true for 
every (x, r} E& in virtue of the property C, = C&r . In what 
follows (9.10) should be read in the extended sense so that (9.14) is 
true for all {X, r} E .Eil . 
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Next we shall show that J* is a (U, , &)-asymptotic left inverse to 
J (see Definition 5.1). Since 
II (1 - J*l) G4 4 II& = II ((1 - ~‘,lwa~,) %O> llsj, 
= 11 %l(l -FlF‘2) &u I/B1 
by (9.4) and (9.5), it suffices to show that 
where ul(t) is as in (9.6). Thus it suffices to show that 
But 
(1 - F,F,) 6’ tBIQ1 -+ 0, t--t-&a. (9.16) 
and 
1 - F,F, = (1 - Fl) + Fl( 1 - F,) 
(1 - FJ FitBIQl = SitE1(l -FJQ, = 0 
because Qr < Fl. On the other hand, it is known that 
(1 - Q2) e-itBIQI -+ 0 whenever C, exist (see, e.g., [I], p. 531.) 
Since F, > Q2 , it follows that (1 - F,) e-itBIQr + 0 and (9.16) is 
proved. 
According to Theorem 6.3, the wave operators W,( U, , U,; J) 
are semicomplete and partially isometric. Since the same is true of 
w,tU, > Usi I*) by Y s mmetry, the assertions of Theorem 9.3 follow 
from Theorem 6.3. 
10. ANOTHER IDENTIFICATION FOR THE SAME PROBLEM 
The existence and completeness of the wave operators 
W,( U, , U,; J) proved in Theorem 9.3 depends on a fortunate 
choice of the identification operator J. Mathematically it seems to be 
the simplest one (Birman [2] uses the same J, rather implicitly). But 
it is a different question whether it is a natural choice from the physical 
point of view. 
Physically it would seem more appropriate to identify {u, V} of .sj, 
with the same pair of & (simple identification). But this is possible 
only when [xJ(&)] = [a(&)]. We shall modify this identification 
slightly to allow somewhat more general situations. 
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We introduce 
Condition 10.1. D(B,) C %(B,) and 
* II BP II < II &u II < M II BP II, u E WV, (10.1) 
where m and M are positive constants. 
Such a situation may occur, for example, when A, is the Friedrichs 
extension of a nonnegative symmetric operator A’ in A and A, is 
another nonnegative extension of A’. (For more concrete examples, 
see the following section.) 
If Condition 10.1 is satisfied, we have also [ID(&)] C [P(&)] under 
an obvious identification for ideal elements, and 
* II BP II < II &u II S M II &J II, u E P(&)l C PWI. (10.2) 
This implies that the two norms J] &,, and 11 JIBa in [a(&)] are equiv- 
alent so that [D(&)] is a (closed) subspace of [D(B,)]. Let us denote 
by G the orthogonal projection of [%I(&)] onto its subspace [%)(B,)]. 
We now introduce the identification operator Jon &1 = [B(B1)] x A 
to 82 = [W&J] x R by 
Jo4 4 = i% 4. (10.3) 
J is the projection of $r onto $a regarded as a subspace of Z& . (10.3) 
reduces to J{u, V} = {u, V> (simple identification) if [a(&)] = [a(&)]. 
We shall now show that under a certain additional assumption, 
J is (U, , &)-equivalent to j so that W,( U, , UI; J) exist and are 
equal to ?V,(U, , UI; J). In fact, for x E D(B,) n QIR and 
y E %(B,) n Q1~ we have 
II (i - I, ul(t) 6~ r> II = II (k’F,$ - G) udt) bz 
= II (F,B, - &G) u,(t) IIR , (10.4) 
where ul(t) is as in Section 9. But Blul(t) N B,u,,(t) in R by (9.9), SO 
that 
~,B,dt) -~dMti(t) = BGZ&) in R. (10.5) 
Since, on the other hand, the metric I( ((s, is equivalent to (/ IIs, on 
[D(&)], we have 
B,%(t) - &%&) = J&44 in R (10.6) 
provided that the following condition is satisfied: 
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Condition 10.2. 
II UlP> - %k(t) /I& -+ 09 t-+&al. 
It follows from (10.5) and (10.6) that (10.4) tends to zero as t --t & co, 
showing that J is equivalent to J. 
Let us now introduce an inverse identification operator 
J’ E ~(~2 9 81) bY 
Y’h 4 = e4 4, {u, 4 6 52 - (10.7) 
J’ is simply the canonical injection of 5, into 5, . We shall show that 
y is a (U, , &)-asymptotic left inverse to J. Since yf{u, o} = {Gu, V} 
for {u, w> E $r , we have 
II (1’9 - 1) Wt) ix, ~1 II = II (G - 1) W 11~1 
with the notation used above. But since z++(t) E a(&), we have 
/I (1 - G) ul(t> IIB, < 11 q(t) - %&) iiBl + 0 
by Condition 10.2. Thus (fJ - 1) Ul(t) PI --+ 0, as we wished to 
show. 
Noting Theorems 5.3 and 9.3, we have thus proved 
THEOREM 10.3. Suppose Conditions 9.1,10.1, and 10.2 are satisfied. 
LetJ,JandJ’b d$ d e e ne as above. Then J is (U, , j-)-equivalent to J, 
so that W, = W,( U, , UI; J) exist .and are equal to W,( U, , UI; J) 
constructed in Theorem 9.3. In particular they are complete and partially 
isometric with initial projection PI and $nal projection Pz . J’ is a 
(U, , &)-asymptotic left inverse to J. Thus W,( U, , Uz; y) exist, are 
complete and equal to W+ . 
Remark 10.4. Theorem 10.3 is somewhat unsatisfactory in that 
Condition 10.2 is not easy to verify directly. Thus it is desirable to 
give some sufficient conditions for it. 
THEOREM 10.5. Under Conditions 9.1 and 10.1, each of the follow- 
ing conditions (all involving convergence in a) is suficient for Condition 
10.2 to be satisfied: 
(4 m= 1; 
(b) B,(edit~ - ebifBaC*) II 4 0, t+*=b 
for each u E D(B,) n Q,R; 
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(c) Bleit4e-“tB2Cg4 -+ B,u, 
for each 24 E D(B,) r\ f&l; 
(4 (B, - B,) emitB% -+ 0, 
for each v E a(&) n Q.$; 
(e) Wl) ’ W2) and (A, 
for each v E X+4,) n Q&t. 
t-+z!c:oO, 
A2) emitBee, + 0 
Proof. Looking at the expressions for q(t) and u,,(t) in terms of 
x,yandx,,y,, respectively, given in Section 9, it is easy to see that 
(b) implies Condition 10.2. Also it is clear that (b) and (c) are equiv- 
alent. 
(d) implies (b), as is seen by setting v = C,u and noting that 
as t--t&co. 
=e -itBeB2Cku = B2ewitB~Chu 
To show that (a) implies (c), we first note that (c) is always true 
if the strong convergence +- is replaced by weak convergence. In 
fact, the left member of (c) is bounded for t -+ & co, its norm being 
majorized by 
11 Ble-“tBaC+u 1) < m -’ 11 B2e-itB2C*u I/ = m-l II B&3 II = mm1 II G&u II 
= m-l 11 B,u II . 
Furthermore, it is easy to see that the scalar product of the left member 
of (c) with w E a(&) is equal to 
(eitB1e-itB2C;tu, B,w) -+ (u, B,w) = (B,u, w). 
Since a(B,) is dense in St, this proves the weak covergence. If m = 1, 
the above estimate shows that the weak limit has norm not smaller 
than the converging elements. Thus the convergence must be strong, 
by a well-known theorem. Thus (a) implies (c). 
The same argument shows that (e) implies (c). In fact, writing 
v = C,u we have the estimate 
11 Ble-itBzv 112 = (eitBaAle-itBav, v) - (e-zA2e--PtBsv, v) 
= (A,e, w) = 11 B,v II2 = /I B&u II2 = II C+B,u II2 = I/ B,u II2 
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as above. Here we assumed that u E D(A,) n QIA so that 
v E D(A,) n Q$, but the general case u E a(&) n QIR can be dealt 
with by a standard method. 
Remark 10.6. Consider the special case B(B,) = D(B,) so that 
P,(4)1 and PwI are the same vector space. Then Theorem 10.3 
is symmetric with respect to W,( U, , U,; _I> and W,( U, , U2; jl), 
for both J and /’ are the simple identification in the same vector space 
!& and .fj, . In order to verify Condition 10.2, therefore, one may as 
well verify the conditions of Theorem 10.5 with the subscripts 1, 2 
exchanged. (For example M = 1 instead of m = 1.) 
11. APPLICATIONS TO THE SCATTERING FOR WAVE EQUATIONS 
We shall apply the foregoing results to the construction of wave 
operators for various scattering problems related to the ordinary 
wave equations. It would be of some interest that we are in this way 
able to deduce some important results without using the Huygens 
principle. 
A. Wave Equations with a Potential (cf. [A) 
First we consider the wave equation with a potential 
a224 
m - Au + q(x) II = 0 
in R3, where q(x) is a real-valued measurable function. In order to 
apply the results of Sections 8-10, we start from the Hilbert space 
K = Lz(R3) and define the selfadjoint operators A, = - d and 
A, = - A + q(x). A s is well known (see, e.g., [I], p. 303), such an 
A, is well-defined under a mild assumption on the potential q(x). For 
example, it suffices that q(x) is the sum of a bounded function and an 
L2-function; then we have %(AJ = B(A,). Furthermore, we assume 
that A, > 0. 
We can now construct the spaces 5j and the unitary groups U, , 
j = 1,2. (The se are identical with the ones considered in [7].) 
For Condition 9.1 to be satisfied, we need stronger restrictions on 
q(x). For example, it suffices to assume that (i) q EU(R~) n L2(R3) 
(see, e.g. [I], p. 546). Another sufficient condition is that (ii) q ELM, 
q(x) is locally Hold er continuous with a finite number of singularities, 
and q(x) = o(I x 1-2--.), E > 0, as ] x 1 -+ co (see Ikebe [II]). It 
580/1/3-8 
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should be noted that in each of these cases, not only W,(A, , A,) 
exist but the principle of invariance holds so that Condition 9.1 is 
satisfied. The invariance in case (i) is a consequence of a general 
theorem related to perturbations of the trace class (see, e.g., [I], 
p. 543). In case (ii), it follows from a more general theory recently 
developed by Kuroda [3]. 
Under these conditions the existence and completeness of 
W,( U, , Ui; J) and I+‘,( U, , Uz; J*) follow from Theorem 9.3. 
Since none of the Bi has eigenvalue zero, J identifies {ui , vi} E ~j, 
and {z+ , ~a} E $a if and only if&u, = &u, and zli = va , and J* = J-l. 
But these wave operators may not be very interesting physically, 
for the identification operators J and J* are rather artificial. 
A more realistic identification is given by I of Section 10, which 
identifies the above elements if and only if ui = ua and vi = vo2 
(this / is adopted in [7j). It should be noted that we have 
w4) = W2) in each of the cases (i), (ii) considered above (a con- 
sequence of a stronger property D(A,) = D(A,) which is valid in 
these cases; see, e.g. [12]). But the condition (10.1) imposes further 
restrictions on p(x). It is easy to show that (10.1) is true if p(x) 3 0, 
but it is stronger than necessary. It suffices that the negative part of 
Q(X) is not too strong. We note that 4 EL~/~(R~) in each of the cases 
(i), (ii), so that 
by the Sobolev inequality, where c is a numerical constant. The same 
inequality holds when q is replaced by q+ , the positive and negative 
parts of q. Thus (10.1) is true if 
c II q- lip/* < 1, (11.2) 
with m = 1 - c ]I q- /lLsjz and M = 1 + c I] q+ llLs/~ . In what follows 
we shall assume (11.2) so that Condition 10.1 is satisfied. It should 
be noted that (11.2) implies A, > 0. 
Finally we shall show that Condition 10.2 is also satisfied under the 
above assumptions. This would be obvious if we assumed q(x) > 0 
as in [A, for then (a) of Theorem 10.5 is true. But we shall show that 
(e) of Theorem 10.5 is applicable without such an assumption. 
To verify (e), we may exchange the subscripts 1, 2 in (e), according 
to Remark 10.6. Furthermore, D(A,) = 3(/l,) as mentioned above. 
Since (A, - A,) e--ilBU = (A, - A,) (A, + 1)-l f+~l(A, + 1) u, 
where (A, - A,) (A, + 1)-l E B(R), it suffices to prove 
(A, - A,) e-itE1u -+ 0 in RR, f+ztCO, (11.3) 
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for each u E 3, , where 9, is a core of A, [i.e., a subset of D(A,) such 
that (A, + 1) 3, is dense in R]; note that A, is absolutely continuous 
so that Qi = 1. (Equation (11.3) is analogous to, but different from, 
a convergence proved by Wilcox [13] in which B, is replaced by A,). 
We take as 9, the set of all linear combinations of u = U(X) E R 
which have Fourier transforms of the form 
22(p) = const. pypTp3”p”,” j  1-l e+I, (11.4) 
where aj > 0 are integers. It is easily seen that DD, is a core of A, 
(cf. [I], p. 300). s ince e&@ is simply the multiplication by e--illPl in 
the p-representation, w(t) = emilBIU for u with (11.4) can be computed 
explicitly by inverse Fourier transformation. The result is 
w(t) = w(t, x) 
= (1 +& + (X 12 CC~le,fi~fii [ (1 + it;+ I X 12  Br, (11.5) 
where ca,ag, are constants and the sum is taken over the indices 
& 3 0 such that /3i + & + & = 01~ + a2 + ~/a . What is important 
for our purpose is that ru(t, X) is a bounded function of x E R3, with 
the bound going to zero as t + f co. The proof is simple and may 
be omitted. Since A, - A, is the multiplication by q(x), which is in 
L2(R3), it follows that (11.3) is true. 
Thus Theorem 10.3 is applicable: IV, = IV&( U, , U1; J) and 
I#‘,( U, , U2; y) exist, are complete, and are adjoints to each other. 
IV, are isometric, for PI = 1 in virtue of Qi = 1. But we do not know 
in general whether or not they are unitary. The nonunitary case will 
occur if A, has a nonzero singular part. Such a possibility is excluded 
in case (ii) stated above (see [II]), but the question is open in case (i). 
In any case this is a question about the Schrodinger operator A,. 
B. Scattering by Obstacles: Zero boundary condition (cf. [4], [.5]) 
We now consider the wave equation 
a%4 
--Au=O. at2 (11.6) 
The unperturbed equation is (11.6) considered in Rn, and the per- 
turbed one is the same equation considered in a domain J2 of Rn, 
which is the exterior of a bounded open set S2,. We assume that 
the boundary 82 is sufficiently smooth. 
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The unperturbed equation can be written in the form (8.1) with 
A = A, = - d as in the preceding paragraph, with the Hilbert 
space R = L2(Rlt). To describe the perturbed equation in a similar 
form, we have to specify the boundary condition on X! Here we 
choose the zero boundary condition, which makes - A into a self- 
adjoint operator A; in R’ = L2(s2). To fit the present problem into 
the framework of Section 9, we enlarge this space a’ to R = R’ @ R”, 
where R” = L2(ln,), and accordingly the operator Ai to 
A,=A;l@Ai, where A,” is the selfadjoint operator in s” defined 
by - A and the zero boundary condition. In this way we have two 
selfadjoint operators A, , A, acting in the same Hilbert space R. 
A, is absolutely continuous so that Qr = 1. Since it is well known 
that Ai has pure point spectrum, the absolutely continuous part of 
A, must be a part of A;1 , and Q2R C a’. Since the results of the pre- 
ceding sections are essentially related only to absolutely continuous 
parts of the operators, the part Ai does not appear at all in our final 
results. But it is convenient to include it as a part of A, so that 
A, acts in the same space fi as A, does, as our general theory 
requires. 
It is obvious that both A, > 0; none of them has the eigenvalue 
zero. Thus Bi = Aila and the unitary groups Uj in the spaces 81 are 
well defined. We also define Bk = Ai1J2, B,” = Ai112. 
Condition 9.1 is satisfied for the pair B, , B, , as is seen from the 
result, due to Birman [14], that (A, + 1)-k - (A, + 1)-k belongs 
to the trace class for sufficiently large positive integer k. In fact this 
implies that not only the Schrodinger type wave operators W,(A, , A,) 
exist and are complete but the invariance principle holds (see Remark 
9.2). 
It follows from Theorem 9.3 that the wave operators W,( U, , U1; J) 
and W,( Ul , U2; J*) exist, are complete and mutually adjoint 
partial isometries. Here again, however, the identification operators 
J, J* are rather arbitrary and may not be interesting physically. 
More reasonable identifications are given by J and J’ as before. 
In order to be able to define them, we have to verify Condition 10.1. 
It is easily seen from the definition of A, , A, that both I] B,u II2 and 
11 B,u ]I2 are formally equal to the Dirichlet integral JR” I grad u I2 dx. 
But a(B,) is smaller than D(B,) owing to the presence of the boundary 
conditions on 8JJ = 2X$,. More precisely, D(B,) = 5@(P) whereas 
?D(B,) = P(G) @ .W(52,), where @ denotes the completion under the 
Dirichlet norm of the space of smooth functions with compact sup- 
ports (see Deny and Lions [15]). Thus ~~(23,) C D(B,) and 11 B,u ]I2 
is a restriction of )I B,u l12. This means that Condition 10.1 is satisfied 
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with m = M = 1. It follows also that & = [X$&J] x Jt is a subspace 
of a1 = [ID( x R (including the metric). Note that 
of which the second summand is contained in (1 - P,) $ja and is of 
no interest in scattering theory. 
Since m = 1 in (lO.l), Condition 10.2 is also satisfied by Theorem 
10.5 (a). It follows that Theorem 10.3 is applicable; W,(U, , Ur; J) 
and W,(U,, U2; Y) exist, are complete and mutually adjoint partial 
isometries. 
Let us recall that J is simply the projection of 8i onto its subspace 
8, and J’ is the canonical injection of 8, into br . These identifications 
coincide with the ones implicitly used in [4] and [.5]. 
Although we have deduced the existence and completeness of the 
wave operators for the scattering for wave equations from the cor- 
responding Schrodinger wave operators, we have not touched upon 
other more delicate problems. For example we have not proved that 
A;1 is absolutely continuous, a result proved by Shizuta [Id] (see also 
[5]). But again this is a problem related to the SchrSdinger operators. 
C. Scattering by Obstacles. Other boundary conditions (cf. [5J) 
Let us consider the problem of the preceding paragraph with the 
zero boundary condition replaced by other conditions. First we 
consider the Neumann condition a~/& = 0. 
The corresponding operator A, is now defined as the direct sum 
$4 @A”,, where the summands are the self-adjoint operators in Ji’ 
and R”, respectively, constructed from - d with the Neumann 
boundary condition. The operator A, for the free wave is the same 
as before. 
Again A, 3 0 and B, = Ai/” can be constructed. B, has an eigen- 
value zero, but it occurs only for the inessential part B”, . Condition 9.1 
is satisfied, again by the trace condition due to Birman [Z4]. Thus 
Theorem 9.3 holds true, but it may not be interesting. 
Regarding Condition 10.1, there is a great difference from the case 
of the zero boundary condition. This time 1) B,u II2 is an extension 
(instead of a restriction) of Ij B,u 112, for it is the sum of Dirichlet 
integrals taken over Q and Sz, separately, D(B,) being the direct sum 
WQ) 0 BL(Q,,), h w ere BL denotes the Beppo-Levi space (see [15J) 
[which means that u E D(B,) can be completely discontinuous across 
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the boundary between IR and @,I. It follows that Condition 10.1 is 
satisfied with the subscripts 1, 2 exchanged, with m = M = 1. 
By Theorem 10.5 (a), Condition 10.2 is also satisfied with the 
subscripts exchanged. Applying Theorem 10.3 with the subscripts 
exchanged, we see that W,( U, , U,; 9’) and W,( U, , U,; 9) exist, are 
complete and mutually adjoint partial isometries. Here 9’ is the 
projection of & onto $jl , which is now a subspace of J& , and p is the 
canonical injection of $r into sjB . Other remarks similar to the ones 
given in the preceding paragraphs apply also in this case. 
Finally we consider boundary conditions of the third kind 
au/&z + u(x) u = 0 on aJ2. We denote the corresponding self- 
adjoint operator in R’ = L2(sZ) by Ai . If we assume that o(x) > 0, 
then A; > 0 and it is associated with the nonnegative quadratic 
form 1) Bju ]I2 which is the sum of the Dirichlet form and the surface 
integral Jan u(x) 1 u I2 dS, where B; = Ai1i2. For convenience we 
define A: = Ai as above as the selfadjoint operator in a” = L2(Q,,) 
with the Neumann boundary condition, and set A, = Aj @ A:. 
Again Condition 9.1 is satisfied by Birman’s criterion, and Theorem 
9.3 holds true. 
The form 11 B,u /I2 = 11 Bju /I2 + (I B& II2 associated with A, has 
domain 3(B3) = BL(Q) @ BL(Q,) = a(B,), since the surface integral 
is bounded with respect to the Dirichlet integral if u(x) is sufficiently 
smooth. Thus we have D(B,) 3 D(B,) and Condition 10.1 is satisfied 
with the subscripts 1, 2 replaced by 3, 1. But the corresponding 
constants are such that m < 1 = M if u(x) > 0 for some x E 8Q. 
Thus we do not know whether or not Condition 10.2 is satisfied. 
To avoid this difficulty, it is convenient to use the chain rule 
(Theorem 4.3). We consider three groups, the unperturbed group 
U, , the group U, considered above for the Neumann boundary 
condition, and the group U, for the third-kind boundary condition 
under consideration. Accordingly, we introduce the following 
identification operators. Jzr E B(& ,a,) and Ji2 E B(& , &) are the 
Jand J’ considered above for the wave operators for the pair U, , U, . 
Similarly we define Jal E B($j, , $a) and Jr, E B($& , $i) for the pair 
U, , U, . For the pair U, , U, , we define Ja2 E B(Jj, , a,) and 
-723 = hi1 E W, 9 52) as simple identifications between fj, and $a , 
which are identical as a vector space. In fact we have a(B,) = Ad 
and 
II B,u II < II B,u II < M’ II B,u II > u E a(B,) = 3)(B,). (11.7) 
It follows that not only Condition 10.1 but also Condition 10.2 
is satisfied for the pair U, , U, , again by Theorem 10.5, (a). Hence 
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W,( U, , U,; JS2) and W+( U, , Ua; J2a) exist, are complete and are 
mutually adjoint partial isometries. Also we know that the same is 
true of w,( us , UC Jzl) and W,(u, , us; j&J. 
But 331 = 332321 9 both members being equal to the canonical 
injection of 5r into &. Thus it follows from Theorem 4.3 that 
W+( U, , Ul; y3r) exist, are complete and are partial isometries. 
Furthermore, since JrsJai = 1 (identity in $Q, J1a is a (U, , &)- 
asymptotic left inverse to J3r . It follows from Theorem 5.3 that 
W+( U, , U3; Jra) exist, are complete, and are equal to W+( U, , Ul; 
33,>*. 
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